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Abstract. It is commonly believed there is a big gap between agent logics and
computational agent frameworks. In this paper, we show that this gap is not as big
as believed by showing that GOAL agents instantiate Intention Logic of Cohen
and Levesque. That is, we show that GOAL agent programs can be formally
related to Intention Logic. We do so by proving that the GOAL Veriﬁcation Logic
can be embedded into Intention Logic. It follows that (a fragment of) Intention
Logic can be used to prove properties of GOAL agents. The work reported is an
important step towards the application of standard tools from modal logic for e.g.
model checking agent programs. Our results also prove useful for extending the
expressiveness of the GOAL agent language. This is illustrated by incorporating
temporally extended goals into GOAL agents.
1 Introduction
As has been observed by many others, there is still a considerable gap between logical
theories of rational agents and most computationalframeworksfor such agents [10,12].
Though it is generally hard to connect computational frameworks for rational agents to
logics for such agents, in this paper we show that it is possible to formally relate the
GOAL agent programming language [4,8] and Intention Logic of Cohen and Levesque
[3]. The result proven establishes that GOAL agents instantiate the theory of rational
agents as proposed by Intention Logic, although we also argue that the theory needs
revision at a number of points.
The motivation behind our work is the observation that there are a number of basic
similarities between IntentionLogic and the GOAL Veriﬁcation Logic (“GOAL Logic”
for short, see [4]). Most notably,both are based on linear time frames and both incorpo-
rate basic notions of a common sense perspective on rational action - beliefs and goals
in relation to action. Intention Logic has been proposed as a theory of the “rational
balance” of beliefs, goals, intentions and actions, inspired by Bratman’s theory of in-
tention. It thus proposes a set of rationality principles rational agents should comply
with. The GOAL agent programming language is based on and aspires to incorporate
similar rationality principles, and has been proposed as a theory of computation based
on the common-sense notions of belief and goal. Relating both formally thus would be
a signiﬁcant step in bridging the gap between agent theory and engineering.
Establishing a formal connection between GOAL and Intention Logic is useful for
a number of reasons. First of all, it connects the GOAL agent programming language
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to an agent logic in a formally precise sense, contributing to one of the long-standing
challenges of agent research of bridging the gap between agent theory and agent pro-
gramming [10]. It shows that agent logics such as Intention Logic can be applied and
used for the veriﬁcation of properties of computational agents. Conceptually it is inter-
esting to compare the agent concepts and rationality principles incorporated in Inten-
tion Logic with those used by GOAL agents. Related to this we show that establishing
a formal connection turns out to be useful for extending GOAL agents with temporally
extendedgoals [1]. On top of this, technically,the mappingof GOAL Logic into a stan-
dard modal logic is useful since it makes available the rich set of tools available for
such logics. These include, for example, tools for model checking, which can be used
to achieve one of the main goals of our work - to establish veriﬁcation tools that can
be practically applied to computational rational agents. Finally, combining the frame-
works of two approaches also has an effect in the opposite direction: we will argue that
assumptions made for Intention Logic can be broadly categorised threefold: those that
constitute a basic logic for intention, those that can be conceived of as natural in special
situations, and those that seem to be not necessary, or even, not intuitive.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we brieﬂy introduce the agent pro-
gramming language GOAL and its veriﬁcation logic as proposed in [4]. In Section 3
the propositional fragment of Intention Logic used in this paper is introduced. In Sec-
tion 4 we show that GOAL Logic can be embedded into Intention Logic. In Section 5
we (re)use the embedding proof to show how to incorporate temporally extended goals
into GOAL agents. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude the paper and discuss possible
directions for future work.
2 The Agent Programming Language GOAL
GOAL agents derive their choice of action from their beliefs and their goals.G O A L
agents consist of four components: (i) a set of beliefs called a belief base, (ii) a set of
goalscalledagoalbase,(iii)aset ofactionrules,calledtheagentprogram,and(iv)aset
of action speciﬁcations. The beliefs and goals are drawn from some logical language.
The basic ingredients needed are a knowledge representation language and associated
inference relation and update operators. Here we follow [4] and throughout the paper
we assume a propositional language L0 (with typical elements φ)d e ﬁ n e do v e ras e to f
Atoms with entailment operator |=. The beliefs and goals of a GOAL agent deﬁne its
mental state, which needs to satisfy a number of rationality constraints.
Deﬁnition 1. (Mental State)
A mental state of a GOAL agent is a pair  Σ,Γ  with Σ a belief base and Γ a goal
base consisting of sentences drawn from a classical propositional language L0,i . e .
Σ,Γ ⊆L 0. A mental state needs to satisfy the following rationality constraints:
– Belief bases are consistent: Σ  |= false,
– Individual goals are consistent: ∀γ ∈ Γ : γ  |= false,
– Goals are not believed to be achieved: ∀γ ∈ Γ : Σ  |= γ.
Rational agents are assumed to have consistent beliefs and goals that are not (logi-
cally) impossible to achieve which motivates the introduction of the ﬁrst two rational-
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achievesometimein thefuture.As such,anagentmayhavemultipleachievementgoals
that taken together are inconsistent but may be achieved in either order over time (cf.
[4,7,8]).A GOAL agentis assumedto becommittedtoachievingthese goals.A rational
agent however will not invest resources in pursuing goals that are already (completely)
achieved, which motivates the third rationality constraint.
In order to be able to decide on its next action a GOAL agent inspects its belief and
goal bases. To do so, so-called mental state conditions are introduced to reason about
the agent’s beliefs and goals. The language Lm of mental state conditions extends L0
with a modal belief B and goal G operator, which can be used to express conditions on
the mental state of an agent.
Deﬁnition 2. (Mental State Conditions: Syntax)
The languageLm (with typical elements ψ,ψ )o fmental state conditionsis deﬁned by:
φ ∈L 0 ::= any element in L0
ψ ∈L m ::= Bφ | Gφ |¬ ψ | ψ ∧ ψ
The set of mental state conditions consists of Boolean combinations of formulae of the
formBφ andGφ with φ ∈L 0. Itis notallowedto nesttheoperatorsB andG in mental
state conditions. Also note that simple propositional formulas without occurrences of
B or G operators are not mental state conditions. These formulae are called objective
and are used to represent properties of the agent’s environment instead. The semantics
of mental state conditions is evaluated with respect to mental states.
Deﬁnition 3. (Mental State Conditions: Semantics)
The semantics of mental state conditions is deﬁned relative to a mental state  Σ,Γ .
 Σ,Γ | = Bφ iff Σ |= φ,
 Σ,Γ | = Gφ iff ∃γ ∈ Γ such that γ |= φ and Σ  |= φ,
 Σ,Γ | = ¬ψ iff  Σ,Γ   |= ψ,
 Σ,Γ | = ψ ∧ ψ  iff  Σ,Γ | = ψ and  Σ,Γ | = ψ .
The semantics of the goal operator G deﬁnes an agent’s achievement goals as those
propositions that follow from a single goal in the agent’s goal base that is not believed
to be the case; in other words, Gφ expresses that φ is an achievementgoal in this sense.
GOAL agents select actions using a rule-based action selection mechanism. In the
remainder, we assume a set of actions A (with typical element α,α ) has been pro-
vided. Action rules of the form if ψ then α are used to specify that action α can
be performed, or, is enabled, whenever condition ψ holds, where ψ is a mental state
condition. This mechanism allows agents to derive their choice of action from their be-
liefs and goals. The semantics of action selection and execution are formally speciﬁed
in GOAL by means of an operational semantics; here, however, we abstract from the
formal details (see [4]) and we will represent action selection implicitly by means of
action occurrences in a set of possible traces. A trace simply is a sequence of mental
states and actions.
Deﬁnition 4. (Trace)
A trace t is an inﬁnite sequence m0,α 0,m 1,α 1,...of mental states mi and actions αi.
We also write tm
i to denote the ith mental state and ta
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Intuitively, a trace corresponding to a possible computation of a GOAL agent needs to
start with a mental state that corresponds to the initial state of the GOAL agent. The
changes in mental states over time are the result of executing actions (which ideally
correspond to changes in the agent’s environment). Action rules and preconditions do
not need to determine a unique action to be taken by the agent at a time point. The
semantics associated with the action selection and execution of a GOAL agent thus
does not deﬁne a unique computation but corresponds to a set of computations. This
motivates deﬁning the meaning of a GOAL agent A as a set of traces, in line with the
fact that we abstract from the semantics of action selection and execution in this paper.
2.1 GOAL Logic
To obtain a veriﬁcation logic for GOAL agents temporal operators are added on top of
mental state conditions to be able to express temporal properties over traces. Addition-
ally an operator start is introduced to be able to pinpoint the start of a trace.
Deﬁnition 5. (Temporal Language: Syntax)
The temporal language LG (with typical elements χ,χ ) is deﬁned by:
χ ∈L G ::= start | ψ ∈L m |¬ χ | χ ∧ χ | χ until χ | [α ∈ A]χ
The semantics of LG is deﬁned relative to an agent A, trace t ∈Aand time point i.
Deﬁnition 6. (Temporal Language: Semantics)
The truth conditions of sentences from LG given a GOAL agent A,t r a c et ∈Aand
time point i are inductively deﬁned by:
A,t,i|= start iff i =0 ,
A,t,i|= Bφ iff tm
i |= Bφ,
A,t,i|= Gφ iff tm
i |= Gφ,
A,t,i|= ¬ϕ iff A,t,i |= ϕ,
A,t,i|= ϕ ∧ ψ iff A,t,i|= ϕ and A,t,i|= ψ,
A,t,i|= ϕ until ψ iff ∃j ≥ i : A,t,j|= ψ and ∀i ≤ k<j: A,t,k|= ϕ,
A,t,i|=[ α]ϕ iff ∀t ∈A (ta
i = α ⇒A ,t,i+1|= ϕ).
Note that formulas of the form [α]ϕ specify universal action postconditions, in partic-
ular, we have A,t,i |=[ α]ϕ iff A,t  ,i   |=[ α]ϕ iff A| =[ α]ϕ. This operator allows
to deﬁne the Hoare system for GOAL which was proven complete in [4] and facilitates
reasoning about actions. This operator is crucial in GOAL Logic to be able to compo-
sitionally prove properties of all traces induced by a GOAL agent [4].
3 Basic Intention Logic
Our interest in this paper is in the single-agent, propositional fragment of Intention
Logic without dynamic (composition) operators such as sequential composition. In
essence, Intention Logic can be considered a single-agent logic (cf. [12]) and the sin-
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oversuchlabels fromthe logical language.The restrictionto the propositionalfragment
implies thatwe do not introducequantiﬁersand variablesrangingover events,agents or
domains. Temporal operators are also introduced explicitly in the language rather than
deﬁning these as rather complex quantiﬁcations over events. The fragment of Intention
Logic introduced here is referred to henceforth as Basic Intention Logic, or sometimes
also simply as Intention Logic.
Deﬁnition 7. (Basic Intention Logic: Syntax)
The language LBI is deﬁned by:
α ::= any element from A | IF ϕ THEN α ELSE NIL,
φ ::= any element from Atom,
ϕ ::= φ |¬ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | BEL ϕ | GOAL ϕ | HAPPENS α |
DONE α | t | BEFORE ϕϕ| Eϕ,
t ::= any non-negative numeral (0,1,...)
The main modiﬁcation made to IntentionLogic is the addition of a global modal opera-
tor E (cf. [2]). The operator HAPPENS is too weak to reason about all possible effects
of executing an action which is crucial for verifying properties of the behaviour of an
agent program (compare the dynamic operator [α]χ introduced above and the usual dy-
namic modality in Dynamic Logic [6]). The standard abbreviations are used for true
and disjunction ∨. Some additional abbreviations used are:
UNTIL ϕψ
df
= ¬(BEFORE ψ ¬ϕ), ϕ
df
=( true UNTIL ϕ), ϕ
df
= ¬¬ϕ
KNOW ϕ
df
= ϕ ∧ BEL ϕ, KNOWIF ϕ
df
= KNOW ϕ ∨ KNOW ¬ϕ.
After introducing the fragment we refer to as Basic Intention Logic, the question re-
mains how much of the theory of Intention Logic about rational agency survives. As it
will turn out, a large part can be (re)formulated by using temporal operators only. This
issue will be revisited at the end of this Section.
3.1 A Run-Based Semantics for Intention Logic
Semantically we ﬁrst introduce a run-based semantics for Intention Logic and then
discuss how our semantics relates to that introduced in [3]. Different from [7] we use
standard linear orders L to deﬁne models for Intention Logic to ensure our models have
the same basic structure as traces of GOAL agents. Here, we will restrict ourselves to
L =  N,<  and L =  Z,< . We use linear orders to deﬁne the concept of a run.
Deﬁnition 8. (Run-Based Model)
Let an arbitrary set of labels S also called states be given. A run based on S and A is
a function r : L → (S × A) that assigns to every time point a state-action pair. Given
n ∈ L, we will write rst
n for the ﬁrst componentof r(n), and rac
n for the second. The set
of runs based on S and A is denoted R(S,A).
A run-based model M (over Atoms) is a tuple M =  S,L,B,G,V ,w h e r e
– S is a non-empty set of states;
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– B ⊆R ×L ×R×L is a Euclidean, transitive and serial belief accessibility
relation,
– G ⊆R×L ×R×L is a serial goal accessibility relation, and
– V : S → Atoms.
The semantics of Basic Intention Logic can now be deﬁned using run-based models.
Deﬁnition 9. (Run-Based Semantics for Basic Intention Logic)
Let M =  S,L,B,G,V  be a run-based model, r ∈R , and n ∈ L. Then the satisfac-
tion relation |= relative to M is deﬁned by:
M,r,n |= p iff p ∈ V (rst
n )
M,r,n |= ¬ϕ iff M,r,n  |= ϕ
M,r,n |= ϕ ∧ ϕ  iff M,r,n |= ϕ and M,r,n |= ϕ 
M,r,n |= t iff t denotes n,
M,r,n |= DONE α iff ∃j ∈ L M,r,j[[α]]n
M,r,n |= HAPPENS α iff ∃j ∈ L M,r,n[[α]]j
M,r,n |= BEL ϕ iff ∀r ,n  (B(r,n,r ,n  ) ⇒ M,r ,n   |= ϕ)
M,r,n |= GOAL ϕ iff ∀r n (G(r,n,r ,n  ) ⇒ M,r ,n   |= ϕ)
M,r,n |= BEFORE ϕψ iff ∀j ≥ n(M,r,j |= ψ ⇒∃ i ≤ j(M,r,i |= ϕ))
M,r,n |= Eϕ iff ∃r ,n   M,r ,n   |= ϕ
where M,r,n[[α]]n , to interpret DONE α and HAPPENS α, is deﬁned as follows:
1. M,r,n[[α]]n  iff rac
n = α and n  = n +1 .
2. M,r,n[[IF ϕ THEN α ELSE NIL]]n  iff M,r,n |= ϕ ⇒ M,r,n[[α]]n .
Note in particular the deﬁnition of semantics of the global modality E, which is an
extension of Intention Logic: this operator allows inspection of arbitrary states within
a model, which is useful to translate the dynamic operator [α]χ of GOAL Logic into
Intention Logic.
3.2 CL Models for Intention Logic
How do our Run-Based Models (RBM, from now) compare to the Cohen & Levesque
Models, as presented in [3] (CLM, henceforth)?
Observation 1. The following relates RBM with CLM:
1. CLM models are a special case of RBM models in the following sense: In CLM
models,
(a) L is taken to be Z
(b) agents know the correct time: If B(r,n,r ,n  ) then n = n 
(c) agents “want” the current time: If G(r,n,r ,n  ) then n = n 
(d) G and B are related through realism: G ⊆ B
(e) a run is of type L → A
(f) runs are determined by their action part, i.e.,
∀r,r
 (∀n : r
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(g) agents remember the last atomic action they have done: if B(r,n,r ,n  ) then
n = n  and rac
n = r ac
n .
(h) assume the property of No persistence / deferral forever,s e eb e l o w .
2. However, RBM models are also a specialisation of CLM models:
(a) CLM allows for quantiﬁcation over a domain of objects and events;
(b) CLM models have a richer notion of composed actions, and accordingly an
extended deﬁnition of M,r,n[[α]]n .
(c) CLM models are deﬁned for multiple agents.
Some of the differences mentioned above are merely a matter of choice or design. For
instance, it is straightforward to extend the notion of Run-Based Model in such a way
that they encompass item 2(b,c) of Observation 1. As regarding item 1, there are some
deeper issues involved. As to 1a, it seems natural for computational systems to assume
that computations have a start somewhere. Syntactically, item 1a amounts to the re-
quirement that there is always some atomic action α for which DONE α holds.1 To
assume that agents know the correct time (1b) makes sense in many scenario’s, and,
given that an agent knows the time, it does not make sense to have a “goal” that the
time were different. Where realism of CLM ensures BEL ϕ → GOAL ϕ, the weak
realism of RBM amounts to BEL ϕ →¬ GOAL ¬ϕ. We don’t think realism is a very
realistic(!) assumption, and we even think that Cohen and Levesque had weak realism
in mind when they presented their semantics ([3][p. 227]):
...‘theworldsthatareconsistentwithwhattheagenthaschosenarenotruled
out by his beliefs. Without this constraint, the agent could choose world involv-
ing (for example) future events that he believes will never happen.’
Hence, we will assume that R and G satisfy weak realism:f o re v e r yr ∈R ,a n d
n ∈ L,t h e r ei sar  ∈Rand n  ∈ L such that (r,n,r ,n  ) ∈ G ∩ B.
Let us now consider item 1f, which is related to item 1e which restricts runs to
L → A. Suppose we take runs as basic entities, like in CLM. This does not do justice
to the intensional notion of the logic, as can be seen as follows. Suppose that we have
only one atom p ∈ Atoms, and two basic actions α,α .L e t  BEL ϕ be ¬BEL ¬ϕ:t h e
agent considers ϕ doxastically possible. Let ψ be 0 ∧ (p ∧ DONE α). Now consider
  BEL (ψ ∧ GOAL p) ∧   BEL (ψ ∧¬ GOAL p). This is not satisﬁable in CLM,s i n c eψ
determinesa uniquerun,and whatthe goalsand beliefsof an agentare is determinedby
the run. More natuaral examples present themselves in the multi-agent case, where we
wouldhaveforinstancethat   BEL 1(ψ∧BEL 2p)∧  BEL 1(ψ∧¬BEL 2p)is unsatisﬁable2.
Given that CLM models identify runs and paths, and a run in CLM is of type L → A,
already brings a problem to the fore that is more basic than on the intensional level. In
CLM,avaluationΦ checkswhetherΦ(p,σ,n) holds,wherepisanatomicproposition,σ
is a‘event-run’:Z → A andn ∈ Z. Butthisimpliesthatthetruthofatomicpropositions
1 Since we do not have quantiﬁcation over events in the propositional version of IL, we assume
that all transitions are labeled with an atomic action.
2 for readers familiar with modal epistemic logic, this is exactly the reason why states are not
identiﬁedwithvaluations: there wouldnot be enough valuations (incase of one atom) tosatisfy
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(and hence, of objective formulas) is compeletely determined once we know which
actions are taken along σ. In other words, it is not possible to have two event-runs that
agreeon all the actions, but still objectiveformulasalongthemdiffer.Supposethe event
α represents the throwing of a dice, (σ(n)=α,f o ra l ln)a n dt h a tpi(i ≤ 6) represents
the outcome. Now, let Φ determine how the propositions pi are distributed over σ,s a y
Φ(pi,σ,n) iff i = n mod 6. Now, the type of Φ dictates that there cannot be another
event run σ  in which a dice is continuously thrown but the outcomes are different! In
particular, this implies that if our agent knows that α always happened and will always
happen, he will also know all the outcomes (there is no alternative run with the same
actions and different outcomes). Summarising (let G−1 refer to the past):
KNOW ( HAPPENS α ∧ G−1DONE α) → KNOWIF ϕ (1)
Property 1g of Observation 1 is implicitly imposed by [3] since they require
[3, Assumption 3.20] |=( DONE α) ↔ (BEL (DONE α))
Let us now look at 1h. This is the semantic counterpart of another assumption made in
[3], motivated by the fact that an agent should not endlessly pursue the same goal:
[3, Assumption 3.25] |= ¬(GOAL (¬ϕ ∧ ϕ))
Writing   GOAL ϕ for ¬GOAL ¬ϕ, it is not hard to see that this is equivalent to:
|=    GOAL (ϕ → ϕ) (2)
However, (2) as a scheme corresponds, in the sense of modal logic [2] to a semantic
property that is incompatible with the models we are currently looking at. Note that for
ϕ → ϕ to be true in a world x correspondsto the fact that ∀y(x ≤ y → y = x) (there
is at most one instance that is later than x, and this is x itself. Then for    GOAL (ϕ →
ϕ) to be true in all worlds z corresponds to
∀z∃u∃x(z ≤ u &( Gux & ∀y(x ≤ y → y = x))) (3)
In words: for every time point, there is a future time point with a GOAL-accessible
point, such that the latter point only has itself as a future successor. This property is in-
compatible with our models (and indeed, with CLM models), since (1) time is supposed
to go on forever, and (2) we have ‘nominals’ that are true at only one time point: in the
x state above, some time expression x must be only in x itself, and not its successors.
[3, Assumption 3.25] expresses that ‘there is a future point such that in some goal-
accessible world, no goal is true anymore’, while the intuition [3] seem to want to
capture is ‘for every goal there will be a time point in the future that it is dropped’. The
latter seems hard to be conceived of as a structural property on models, and indeed, we
think it should be a property of the protocol, or behaviour, of the agent.
Summarising,for our semantics, we assume time has a starting point,and that agents
knowand want the time. The other restrictions1d - 1h are either propertiesthatgive un-
desired properties (1d, 1e, 1f, 1h), or can be added on top of a basic class of
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Deﬁnition 10 (Run-Based IL-Models). The class of Run-BasedBasic IntentionLogic
Models, RBBILM for short, is the class of Run-Based Models M =  S,L,B,G,V 
such that:
1. L = Z
2. agents know the correct time
3. agents want the correct time
4. B and G are connected through weak realism.
Validity in the class RBBILM is denoted |=BI.
4 Connecting GOAL and Intention Logic
In this Section we show how to formally relate GOAL and Intention Logic. First, we
deﬁne a translation functionfromGOAL into IntentionLogic.Exceptfor the goaloper-
ator and the dynamic modality of GOAL Logic this is straightforward. The main result
we wanttoproveisthatpropertiesprovento holdin onelogicarepreservedundertrans-
lation from that logic to the other. We do so by showing that satisfaction of a formula is
preserved under translation.
Deﬁnition 11. (Translating LG into LBI)
The translation function τ mapping GOAL Logic formulae and action rules onto Inten-
tion Logic formulae is deﬁned by:
τ(start)= 0,
τ(Bφ)= BEL φ,
τ(Gφ)= GOAL φ ∧¬ BEL φ,
τ(¬χ)= ¬τ(χ),
τ(χ1 ∧ χ2)= τ(χ1) ∧ τ(χ2),
τ(χ1 until χ2)=τ(χ1)UNTIL τ(χ2),
τ([α]χ)= U(DONE α → τ(χ)),
τ(if ψ then α)=IF τ(ψ) THEN α ELSE NIL.
The most interesting case in the deﬁnition of the translation functionτ is the translation
of Gφ. An achievement goal in GOAL requires that the agent does not believe φ to be
the case, whereas [3] require the agent to believe that φ is not the case. Whereas the
goal operator G does not satsify axiom D (cf. [4]; see also [7] for a discussion), the
achievement goal operator of [3] does, implying that an agent cannot have inconsistent
achievement goals.
The proof showing that satisfaction is preserved under translation is based on model
constructions. Lemma 1 shows how to derive a GOAL Logic model (a trace) from
an RBBILM model that preserves satisfaction of formulae from GOAL Logic, whereas
Lemma 2 shows how to construct an RBBILM model from a GOAL trace. Theorem 2
states our main result that satisfaction is preserved under translation, which shows that
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Lemma 1. Let M =  S,L,B,G,V  be an RBBILM model. Then there is a GOAL
agent A and a function f from runs to traces such that the set of traces in A is {f(r) |
r ∈R (S,A)} and for all ϕ ∈L G:
M,r,n |=BI τ(ϕ) iff A,f(r),n|=G ϕ
Proof. We need to construct a GOAL trace f(r)=t = m0,α 0,m 1,α 1,...for every
run r ∈R , where each mental state mi is of the form  Σi,Γ i . The componentscan be
derived from r as follows:
– Σi = {φ ∈L 0 | M,r,i |=BI BEL φ},
– Γi = {φ ∈L 0 | M,r,i |=BI GOAL φ ∧¬ BEL φ},a n d
– αi = rac
i .
Since the relation B in RBBILM models is serial, each Σi is consistent. For a similar
reason every γ ∈ Γi is consistent. Moreover, by constuction of Γi,w eh a v e∀γ ∈
Γi,Σ |= γ. We now show the equivalence of τ(ϕ) in M,r,n with that of f(r),nin A
by induction on ϕ as follows.
If ϕ is start,w eh a v eM,r,n |=BI 0 iff n =0iff A,f(r),0 |=G start.F o rt h e
intensional operators, the equivalence follows immediately from the deﬁnition of men-
tal states in the trace f(r). Finally, let ϕ =[ α]χ.T h e nM,r,n |=BI U((DONE α) →
τ(χ)) iff for every run r  and n ,w eh a v eM,r ,n   |=BI DONE α → τ(χ).N o wl e t
t  be an arbitrary trace in A, and suppose t a
i = α. Obviously, this trace must be the
image of a run r  for which r ac
i = αi.B u tt h e n ,M,r ,i+1|=BI DONE α and,
hence M,r ,i+1|=BI τ(χ). By induction, A,t  ,i+1|=G χ. This demonstrates
A,t,n|=G [α]χ. The other direction is similar. 
Lemma 2. Let A beanagent,thatis, a setoftraces.Thenwe canconstructan RBBILM
model M =  S,L,B,G,V  such that there is a function g : A→Rsatisfying, for
every ϕ ∈L G and every n ∈ N:
A,t,n|=G ϕ iff M,g(t),n|=BI τ(ϕ)
Proof. Let Constraints = {[α]χ |A | =G [α]χ}.L e tε be an action symbol not
occurring in LG.C a l lar u nr minimal if for all n, V (rst
n )=∅ and rac
n = ε.C a l l
ar u nr peak-once if it is like a minimal run, except that for at most one k ∈ N,w e
can have V (rst
k )  = ∅. Given a trace t, we have to ﬁnd its associated run g(t).L e t
t = m0,α 0,m 1,α 1,.... For the run g(t), we put g(t)ac
i = αi. Let the mental state
at ti be  Σi,Γ i . For every valuation π for which π |= Σi, add a state  t,i,π .P u t
V ( t,i,π )=π and, for every such state  t,i,π , add a peak-once run r  such that
r st
i =  t,i,π .P u tB(g(t),i)(r ,i) for each such run. This procedure guarantees that
For all φM , g (t),i|=BI BEL φ iff φ ∈ Σi (4)
For the goals Γi, we distinguish two cases. First, suppose Γi = ∅. Then, for the goal-
associated runs in g(t),iwe take exactly the belief-associated runs as described above.
Apart from weak realism, this guarantees
Γi = ∅⇔ for no φ : M,g(t),i|=BI GOAL φ ∧¬ BEL φ (5)242 K. Hindriks and W. van der Hoek
Now, if Γi  = ∅,l e tγ1,γ 2,... be an inﬁnite enumeration of all elementes of Γi:i fΓi
onlyhasa ﬁnite numberh of elements,we putγh+j = γj. Since each γj is consistent, it
comeswitha setofpropositionalvaluationsΠj.Letk bethebiggestcardinalityofthose
sets Πj, which couldbe an elementof N or else ∞. Now we associate k goal-accessible
runs r with g(t),isuch that for every m,m  >i , V (rst
m),V(rst
m) are valuations from
Πm, whenever γm = γm then V (rst
m)=V (rst
m), and, conversely, every valuation
in Πm occurs in at least one goal-accessible run. Since the language LG cannot talk
about the past, it does not matter how such a run looks like at j ≤ i, although, in
order to obtain weak realism, we take care that there is at least one of the goal-runs rg
just created for which rg(i)=rb(i),w h e r erb is one of the belief-accessible runs. We
ﬁnally specify rac
n = ε for all n, for all such runs r. Since we know that  Σi,Γ i | = Gφ
implies that φ  ∈ Σi, this procedure guarantees that
For all φφ∈ Γi iff M,g(t),i|=BI GOAL φ ∧¬ BEL φ (6)
Now,the modelM is builtby takingall runsg(t) fromt ∈A , andaddingthe associated
goal and belief runs (the states that we need are deﬁned when we deﬁned the runs).
The proof of the overall claim again follows using induction on ϕ, where the in-
tensional operators follow directly from (4), (5) and (6). The only interesting remain-
ing case are Constraints. So let us consider ϕ =[ α]χ, and the property proven
for χ. Suppose furthermore A,t,n |=G [α]χ. This means that for all t  and m that
t a
m = α ⇒A ,t  ,m+1|=G χ.I nM, the only runs r for which there is an i such that
M,r,i+1|=BI DONE α holds, are runs for which there is a trace t such that r = g(t)
and in t, αi equals α (since the constructed goal and belief runs only refer to action ε).
But using induction, we have M,g(t),m+1|=BI τ(χ), which completes the proof. 
Theorem 2. GOAL semantics |=G and semantics of Run-Based Basic Intention Logic
|=BI are equivalent for the LG and τ(LG).
Proof. Imediate from Lemma 1 and 2. 
5 Extending GOAL Agents with Temporally Extended Goals
The mapping of goals in the GOAL language onto Intention Logic as in Deﬁnition 11
shows that these are naturally interpreted as achievement goals, as originally intended
[4,8]. The future-directed interpretation of such goals is left implicit in GOAL whereas
it is made explicit in the deﬁnition of such goals in Intention Logic. By making the
temporal componentexplicit it is straightforward to deﬁne other goal types in Intention
Logic. For example, maintenance goals can be deﬁned as GOAL (φ). The idea to
introducea primitive“goal”operatorGOAL (orChoiceas [7] call it) in IntentionLogic
that allows deﬁning various goal types can be introduced in GOAL as well to increase
expressivity [9]. In this Section we show how we can apply the result of the previous
Section to extend GOAL with temporally extended goals [1] while still maintaining the
connection between GOAL Logic and Intention Logic.
To this end, we now allow pure temporal formulae ϕ in the belief and goal base of
GOAL agents. As the idea is to deﬁne achievement and other goals now in GOAL inGOAL Agents Instantiate Intention Logic 243
the same way as in Intention Logic, the semantics of the goal operator G in GOAL is
modiﬁed analogously, and is now simply deﬁned as:
 Σ,Γ | = Bφ iff Σ |=LTL φ,
 Σ,Γ | = Gφ iff Γ |=LTL φ.
As we now allow temporal formulae φ without occurrences of other modal operators
in both the belief and goal base, the entailment relation of linear temporal logic is used
[5]. It is clear that with these operatorswe can reintroducethe notion of an achievement
goalbydeﬁnitionas Gφ∧¬Bφ. Moreoverwe nolongerrequireasin Deﬁnition1that
individualgoalsinagoalbaseΓ areconsistent(thisisnowtakencareofbythetemporal
operators) but instead require that Γ itself is consistent. A further simpliﬁcation as a
result of this modiﬁed setup is that the rationality constraint of Deﬁnition 1 that goals
are not believed to be the case is no longer needed as this now follows by deﬁnition.3
It turns out that to show that the connection with Intention Logic is maintained re-
quires only minor modiﬁcations of the proofs provided in Section 4 and actually sim-
pliﬁes matters somewhat. The proof of Lemma 1 only requires a modiﬁcation of the
derivation of mental states from a run r, as follows:
– Σi = {φ ∈L LTL | M,r,i |=BI BEL φ},
– Γi = {φ ∈L LTL | M,r,i |=BI GOAL φ}.
As for Lemma 2, since in the new setup (see deﬁnitions above) belief and goal bases
have the same logical properties there is no need anymore to distinguish them in the
proof. It thus sufﬁces to show how to construct a run r such that we have (4∗) M,g(t),
i |=BI BEL φ iff Σi |=LTL φ (cf. Lemma 2). As before, for a given trace t we have to
ﬁndanassociatedrung(t).Callarunr silent ifitconsistsof -stepsonly,i.e.rac
n =  for
all n. ThenputB(g(t),i,r,i) foreach silent run suchthatM,r,i |= Σi. Thisprocedure
guarantees(4∗).Thesame procedurecanbe usedtoprove(5∗)M,g(t),i|=BI GOAL φ
iff Γi |=LTL φ, and we are done. Finally, by changing the translation mapping of
Deﬁnition 11 for Gφ to GOAL φ we obtain:
Theorem 3. The GOAL semantics |=G and semantics of Run-Based Basic Intention
Logic |=BI are equivalent for the languages LLTL
G and τ(LLTL
G ) that include tempo-
rally extended goals and beliefs.
6C o n c l u s i o n
We showedthatGOALagentsinstantiateIntentionLogicandcanbeformallyrelatedby
means of translating GOAL Logic into Intention Logic. Two important results follow:
(i) GOAL Logic is equivalent to a propositional fragment of Intention Logic, and (ii)
3 There remains however the problem of how and when to remove goals from the goal base of
an agent. In [9] a progression operator has been introduced as a solution to this problem (see
also [1]). In the setup of this Section the main difference between the belief and goal base is
this automatic mechanism of removing goals from the goal base, which represents the default
commitment strategy of an agent (cf. [4,8,11]).244 K. Hindriks and W. van der Hoek
this fragment- a standardnormaltense logic - can be used to verify GOAL agents using
a Hoare logic for actions performed by GOAL agents (using additional derivation rules
forveriﬁcationintroducedin [4]). The resultprovedusefulfor incorporatingtemporally
extended goals into GOAL while maintaining the connection with Intention Logic.
We arguedthatIntentionLogicata numberofpointsneedsrevision.Inparticular,we
argued that the principle of No Persistence Forever that requires an agent to drop every
one of its goalssometime is too strong. Moreover,the notion of achievementgoals used
in GOAL is slightly differentfrom thatof [3] and more in line with that proposedin [7].
Future work will involve applying our results in model checking of GOAL agents.
Conceptually we are interested in including preferences into the language while main-
taining a logical connection with a standard modal logic, which involves extensions to
the programming language GOAL [9] as well as to Basic Intention Logic. The addi-
tional expressivity introduced by incorporating temporally extended goals and tempo-
ral formulae into the belief base of GOAL agents also raises many new questions about
goal persistence and the operationalization of, for example, maintenance goals [9].
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